Most people believe that faith is when you suspend the five physical senses and just "believe" in something else. This is precisely why this so-called "faith" does not work. It's not real faith. The Bible tells us that faith is the spiritual substance of things hope for, the evidence of what can not be seen in the physical realm. Faith is the only thing that pleases God because it is the only access point to the unseen, lasting substance that God used to create the physical realm.

(Hebrews 11:1-3)

In order for faith to "work" for us, we must come to understand that it has more to do with our destiny than it does with ignoring what is currently manifested around us. By faith we do disregard certain unwanted manifestations and move through them, but this involves more than just ignoring symptoms and circumstances. Real faith is when we are able to move beyond our five physical senses and by the Holy Spirit we discern what is the reality of the spiritual realm. The spiritual realm is what is "real" and it is the only thing that is everlasting. When we see this by the Holy Spirit and it becomes real to us and manifests in us, that is when faith will "work" and produce results in the physical realm.

Around us is the physical realm and it is temporary. We can change this because it is temporary. Faith is the substance of the spiritual realm and it is lasting and unchangeable. The reality of the spiritual realm is coming into manifestation and all of the temporary things are passing away. By placing within us, the reality of what is lasting, we can speak to the temporary things and change them to what is lasting. We don't ignore what is currently manifested, we change inside of ourselves and this change within causes change to take place in the world around us.

This process is very simple and it will also work in the negative. If you believe something that is temporary and untrue you will produce unwanted manifestations. The way to avoid this is to move pass the five physical senses and move in faith. This is also the place where people usually get into trouble. Instead of looking beyond the five physical senses and operating in the spiritual senses by the Holy Spirit, most people just suspend their belief in what the physical senses are telling them. They really "believe" in what is currently manifested but they choose to just look away from what they see. They still believe it, they just chose to "pretend" that they don't believe it. Whenever a person reacts in this manner they don't connect to the reality of the lasting things in the spiritual realm and they don't make any changes within themselves so nothing changes in the world around them.

The process is simple but it is a process, and you must follow it with every fiber of your being in order for it to work to your advantage. You must live by faith because "life" is what God is made of. He is life and out of Him flows everything that is lasting. Faith is when we discern God's true nature and character and "flow" with what we see by speaking and behaving in alignment with that nature and character.
In the bible, God tells us to do certain things and to avoid doing other things. What He is really doing is revealing His true nature and character to us. He instructs us to do those things that are in alignment with His nature and character because these are the only things lasting. He tells us to avoid certain things because they are temporary and are going to pass away when the truth of God's nature and character is fully revealed.

By looking into the spiritual realm and seeing the truth that is going to be revealed eventually, we can make that truth a part of ourselves and speak it into existence now in the physical realm. "Faith" is seeing the truth of God now while we are alive in the physical realm that is passing away. Exercising our faith is when we set aside what our five physical senses are telling us and choose instead to believe and make a part of ourselves, the truth that is going to be revealed. The same truth that is already in existence in the spiritual realm.

Faith is not "hoping" that you get something you want to have. Faith is looking beyond what is currently manifested in the physical realm, and connecting to what is lasting in the spiritual realm. Faith then holds this image in the heart until the mind and the emotions accept it as reality. Once it is accepted in the heart, it will manifest into physical reality because it is made of a substance that is lasting and is the truth.

People often think that faith just doesn't "work" for them. The problem is that they don't understand what faith really is. They often feel selfish and want things that are temporary. They unknowingly place their "faith" in temporary things and never connect to what is lasting and true. They live their lives struggling and fighting to acquire and keep what they can see, hear, feel, taste, and smell; instead of connecting spiritually to what is true and lasting.

Living by faith is consciously making the choice to turn our attention to God and His truth and to turn away from the current temporary manifestations. It is a choice to do the things that are lasting and avoid the things that are temporary and which are not aligned with the nature and character of God.

Faith is allowing the true nature and character of God to be reproduced in and through us. This allows God's nature and character to have access to the physical realm. When real faith is in operation, it brings the ultimate truth that is going to be revealed into manifestation right now. Faith isn't asking God to do anything or waiting around for something to happen. Faith begins with the knowledge of what God has already prepared as our destiny. When we discover the plan and purpose that God has designed for us, we have the opportunity to bring what God created and intended to be, into the physical realm. We accomplish this by first "seeing" the truth and knowing that it already exists. We then make it a part of who we are and live with the knowledge that God has already created everything that we need or desire. We frame what we have seen with words and speak that the truth will be revealed in the physical. The "substance" in the spiritual realm is then "revealed" in the physical realm and the desire manifests.

The process is quite simple but it requires focus. It also requires that you not only "see" the truth but that you make the truth a part of your nature and character. When you change your state of being, the world around you will change.

God has given us a bible that is His word. By reading His word and aligning ourselves with it, we can manifest the nature and character of God in and through us.

Nothing is impossible with God because His nature and character are truth and His life is everlasting without end!
Refuse to Use Force
Do not attempt to use your own knowledge, strength and resources.

Resolution
- Some of the challenges (problems) will be solvable through your available resources, study, and thoughts.
- Some of the other elements will be beyond your "reach" and abilities and will require the use of "faith" in place of "force".

The Cycle of Faith

See the Desire
Faith connects to the invisible and begins to operate.
- You will have NO DOUBT.
- You will not know HOW the desire will come.
- The desire will be completely beyond the "reach" of your abilities and resources.

New Challenges
You will encounter a series of NEW CHALLENGES (problems) that the desire will bring with it and you must solve them to make use of the desire.

Flow
- The physical will yield to the higher spiritual laws.
- Resources will FLOW into your life and situation.

Manifestation
With the acquisition of the new and old resources, you will acquire the desire.